
Know when your Audience is looking for you with  

Topic Intent
Focus your outbound efforts on 
prospects who are interested 
in products like yours, by 
learning when organisations 
are interested in your industry 
and your specific product.

Identify surges in research activities 
into your industry to learn who is 
interested in your product and create 
targeted marketing materials and 
personalise sales communications 
to fit your prospects’ place in their 
customer journey.

• Learn who is researching your 
product and reveal contact 
information for key decision-makers

• Track intent signals from over 5K B2B 
business sites

• Proactively reach out to customers at 
the beginning of their journey when 
they are actively looking for your 
product/service

• Access 4.2m In-Market accounts to 
see organisations that are in buying 
mode

• Access to over 50 billion intent 
signals every week across 5,000 
B2B content sites, mapped to your 
product line to get in front of in-
market accounts early

Know what organisations are interested 
in your industry and your specific 
product and focus your outbound efforts 
on leads who are interested in your 
offering. 

“Lead Onion’s Topic Intent picks 
up on surges in activity at the 
company level for particular 
topics or keywords you’re 
interested in.

“We allow clients to input 
the topics and whenever our 
system picks up a surge in any 
company consuming a lot of 
content containing said topic, it 
is highlighted and delivered to 
the client.”

How Topic Intent Data Can Help You:

48% 
12 Searches of buyers are open to 

challenges to their thinking 
at the beginning stages of 
their research

B2B buyers explore through

before they visit a brand’s 
website
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Michael Green,  
COO of Lead Onion

Topic Intent

Download our guide The 7 Secrets Of Mastering Buyer Intent Marketing  
and find out how you can:

Are you ready to supercharge your prospecting?

Save time Save money

Scale fast Sell more
Download Guide

Create targeted marketing material 
and personalise sales communications 
based on intent data that fits your 
prospects’ place in the customer 
journey. 

Identify industry-specific topics your 
ideal customers would research and let 
the tool compile a list of companies that 
had a sudden increase of searches into 
your select topics. 

https://www.marketingcharts.com/
https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/consumer-insights/consumer-trends/the-changing-face-b2b-marketing/

